4/24/64

AIRTDL REGULAR MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-82555)
FROM: SAC, RICHMON (105-3777) - P -

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
IS - R - CUBA

Reference Bureau airtel to Albany, 4/15/64.

The following security informants and potential security informants of the Richmond Office were contacted and advised they have no information regarding LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his activities:

- RH 161-3 -- Contacted 11/22/63 and 4/15/64;
- RH 190-PSI -- Contacted 11/23/63;
- RH 202-3 -- Contacted 4/21/64;
- RH 204-3 -- Contacted 4/20/64;
- RH 206-5 -- Contacted 4/21/64;
- RH 207-5 -- Contacted 4/21/64;
- RH 56-C -- Contacted 4/20/64;
- RH 200-5 -- Contacted 4/24/64;
- PSI DONALD CLAYTON LARSON -- Contacted 4/24/64;
- RH 201-PSI -- Contacted 4/24/64;
- RH 205-PSI -- Contacted 4/24/64.

In addition to the above, SA I. A. HALL contacted A. BYRON SMITH, racial source, on 4/17/64, with negative results.

Due to the nature of this matter, the FBI has requested additional information from the various sources.